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Objective

To enhance the assessment test of man-matters, a product of mosaic wellness 
to reduce its drop-off rate.



User Persona



User Journey and Funnel analysis



Finding levers

To get more paid users, two areas needs to be focused

● Increase in number of users to begin the assessment
● Improve the conversion rate of those who are in assessment stage funnel.

Open website Begin 
assessment

    Paid Users



Identifying Problems

1. Assessment CTA on the homepage needs improvement

● The initial CTA of Begin Assessment is not 
informative to the user and looks more like an 
ad that the user will avoid clicking on it

● User is only prompted to begin with the 
assessment when he clicks on the arrow 
button present in top right. This can create a 
confusion and not even discoverable by users

● Both Begin consultation and begin 
assessment takes to the assessment test. 
Creating two different names for the same 
goal leads to confusion and user may feel 
frustrated at the first place.



Identifying Problems

2. No Value proposition mentioned for the user to begin the assessment journey

● ‘How it works’ is on the bottom of the page that requires the 
user to scroll down which requires manual effort for the 
users and may not be interested to begin the assessment

● As it requires effort and thinking from users, they might not 
feel motivated to continue the assessment if the proper 
value proposition for the user is not mentioned

● ‘Get your personalized wellness plan’ is bit abstract and 
does not show the actual benefit after user completes the 
test.



Identifying Problems

3. Don’t have information about the time it will take to complete the
     assessment.

● As the time takes to complete the test is unknown to the users, 
after spending couple of minute users may drop off from the 
journey.

● The only nudge it gives to the user when it reaches the last two 
question by appreciating the efforts and mentioning that only 
two questions are left.

● This nudge can be given intermittently to the users to make 
them feel comfortable and sense of achievement when 
completing each section. For ex- ‘Bravo, you are few steps 
closer to your personalized report. Keep going’



Identifying Problems

4. Mandatory schedule appointment consultation is not what user
     expected at the first visit.

● Schedule appointment page may come as a surprise for the 
first time users and did not expected a mandatory 
appointment schedule to proceed with the next stage.

● User intention to see the offering of the test in this stage is 
delayed that leads to drop-off from the journey

● Though the appointment creation for the users will give a 
better value proposition to the users but an uninformed 
creation of appointment may lead to miss the calls from 
doctors.

● The CTA says ‘View your report’ and does not say anything 
about scheduling appointment which may leads to decrease 
the trust factor of the users 



Identifying Problems

5. Inconsistency in terminology and the offerings are shown at
     the end of the assessment journey

● After clicking on view your report, user is again shown the 
offerings - Assessment Report and personalized plan 
instead of directly showing the report.

● The offerings is named as Personalised plan but the CTA 
is named as Wellness plan which might creates a 
confusion who are new to the platform.

● All the offerings are shown at the end of the assessment 
journey which does not make a huge impact as it will only 
be shown to the retained users(which is less)



Identifying Problems

6. No option to add to cart or add to wishlist of the
     personalized product.

● Users may feel confused to wait till doctor’s 
appointment or buy the plan instantly

● Not giving a clear direction of the next step may result 
in drop off customers 

● There is no option for the user to save the product 
plan/add to cart/add to wishlist.

● Before buying a product, the first thing comes to user 
mind - Will this work for me ? . To seek validation,  user 
do own research about the product and move out of the 
app which leads to again drop-off of users.

● A second factor of suggestion that increases the trust 
of users to buy the product will really helpful at this 
stage.



Problem Prioritization

Problem Impact Why it needs to solve Priority

Assessment CTA of the 
homepage needs 
improvement

All users To  increase number in the 
top funnel

P0

No value proposition 
mentioned for taking 
assessment

All users To  increase number in the 
top funnel

P0

Don’t have information about 
the duration of assessment

Users who are in 
assessment stage

To increase in trust and 
motivation of users

P0

Mandatory Schedule 
appointment comes during 
assessment

Users who completed the 
assessment

To reduce the friction to view 
the offering

P1

Inconsistent terminology Users who completed the 
assessment

To increase trust factor P1

No option to add the product 
for later purchase

Users who completed the 
assessment

To create a better conversion 
rate

P0



Solutions

Stages Problem Solution

Before Assessment Assessment CTA on the 
homepage needs improvement

Clear offerings should be mentioned on 
homepage that tells the user it is quick

Before Assessment No value proposition mentioned 
for taking the assessment

Detailed value proposition should be shown at 
the initial stage of assessment.

In Assessment Don’t have information about the 
duration of assessment and no 
nudge given to the user to 
motivate them

After every two section, a nudge screen will 
be shown to user with a microcopy that 
acknowledges user’s effort and talk about 
offerings.

Completed Assessment No option to add the product for 
later purchase

Add to cart option needs to be embed on the 
Buy Product page.



Solution - 1

Clear offerings should be mentioned on home page that 
tells user that the test is quick.

User Value Proposition:

● By investing 2 min of time users will get 
personalized report and plan

● Clear CTA mentioning ‘Take the assignment’ 
instead of just wellness assessment will be 
much clearer for the users.

Impact:

● Create better conversion on the top of 
assessment funnel.



Solution - 2

Detailed value proposition should be shown at the initial 
stage of assessment.

User Value Proposition:

● User can understand the process well enough by 
seeing the ‘How it works’ section

● User will be motivated by seeing the benefits of 
assessment.

● A second level of validation by embedding customer 
reviews will increase the trust factor of users.

Impact:

● Reduce the drop off rate during initial stage.

● Create better conversion rate on the top of 
assessment funnel.



Solution - 3

A nudge screen for user with a microcopy that acknowledges user’s 
effort

User Value Proposition:

● Keeps user motivated when we remind them about 
the offerings and the sections left which will create a 
loss-aversion bias in user’s mind

● Acknowledging the effort of user’s will show the 
empathy towards the user and give a boost to the 
user mind to continue with the assessment journey.

Impact:

● Reduce the drop off rate during in assessment 
stage.



Solution - 4

Add to cart option needs to be added in the buying page

User Value Proposition:

● This will be helpful for users who don't want 
to buy the product instantly and will help them 
to add these products directly into their cart 
for later purchase.

Impact:

● It will increase the conversion rate of paid 
users by keeping them in the buying journey 
loop and giving option to buy later according 
to their convenience and not move out of the 
app.



Success Metrics

How will we measure success ?

Output

Primary:

● Reduce drop off rate during initial stages, in 
assessment stage and completed stages

● Better conversion rates of assessment takers 
from non-paid user to paid user

Secondary:

● Better customer reviews about the assessment

Input

● Time spent on app screens such as 
How it works and what do i get page.

● # of users adding the products to the 
cart

● # of users purchasing the product after 
adding to the cart


